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October 19, 2018

The following information supplements and/or supersedes the bid documents. This Addendum forms part of the
contract documents and is to be read, interpreted, and co-ordinated with all other parts. The cost of all contained
herein is to be included in the contract sum. The following revisions supersede the information contained in the
original drawings issued for the above-named project to the extent referenced and shall become a part thereof.
Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by inserting its number and date on the Tender Form. Failure to do so may
subject the Bidder to disqualification.

1.

Architectural

1.1

Building Permit:
In Part 2, General Conditions of the standard documents issued for Public and Invitational Tenders, 2.1,
item #(2), the General Contractor is required to obtain all permits, licences and certificates. In fact the
Owner has made application for the Building Permit, will pay the Building Permit Fee and will take
responsibility to obtain the Building Permit and turn it over to the successful General Contractor. The
General Contractor is not required to obtain the Building Permit: all other requirements of this General
Condition remain the same.
It is expected that the Building Permit will be available at the end of October, in time for a construction
start any time after November 1, 2018.

1.2

Insurance:
Addendum #1, Item #1.7, modified the original Insurance requirements provided in the standard
documents issued for Public and Invitational Tenders, General Conditions, Item #1.2, (1). The
Contractor was requested to provide a Contract Builder’s Risk Insurance policy with a value of
$20M, with no less than $10M per occurrence & Wrap-Up Insurance with a value of $10M.
Attached at the bottom of this Addendum #3 is a modified Insurance Form. The Form breaks down the
various components of the Insurance Coverage and stipulates the amounts of coverage to be provided
by the General Contractor in each category.

1.3

Forms for Bonding
Forms for Bonding have been provided with the Instructions To Bidders, Public and Invitational
Tenders Document, for convenience. Bidders may use these forms or a standard CCDC Bond
Form as provided by their Surety Company as they choose, providing the terms contained in the
documentation provided by PHC are met.

1.4

Foundation Size for Apartment and Quads:
All foundation and basement wall sizes are the same. They are 200 mm poured concrete as shown on the
drawings, as detailed on the structural drawings and as waterproofed, insulated and backfilled, as shown on
the architectural drawings, including exterior foundation walls (F1), interior foundation walls (F2),
foundation walls below the “Firewall” (F2), foundation walls below the elevator shaft and the foundation
walls below the landing slabs at exterior exit doors (F3).
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Pier Sizes, Apartment:
Below Front Entry Canopy, at the north end of the Bldg:
Below Tall Entry Canopy, at the west side Entry to the Bldg:
Below the Lower Entry Canopy, at the west side Entry to the Bldg:
Below the Rear Entry Canopy, at the south end of the Bldg:
Int. Pier Sizes below col’s within Bldg (as shown on Struct. Dwgs):

1.6

1000 mm x 1000 mm
1000 mm x 1000 mm
460 mm x 460 mm
460 mm x 460 mm
400 mm x 400 mm

Pier Sizes, Quads:
All piers below Canopies:

1.7
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600 mm x 600 mm

Sprinkler System:
The Sprinkler System is to be designed and stamped by the General Contractor’s Sprinkler
Engineer/Supplier/Installer/Contractor. Consequently, decisions relating to the Sprinkler System are
ultimately to be made by the Engineer/Supplier/Installer/Contractor as to where and how the
Sprinkler System is proposed. We have simply tried to accommodate the Sprinkler System
requirements and have shown, below, preferences of the Client/Owner and Architect. The
responsibility for the proper operation of the Sprinkler System, meeting all code and regulatory
requirements, however, remains with the General Contractor.
There is a 6” water main coming onto the site. It feeds the two Quad Buildings and the single fire
hydrant on site before entering the building in the basement. Inside the building, the 6” water main
splits for the sprinkler system and the domestic water system. All sprinkler equipment can be
provided at the west end of the basement Mechanical/Electrical Room, along the south side where
space has been left for this equipment.
Fire Department Access is intended to be through the west side entry to the Apartment Building at
the centre of the building, generally. The Fire Alarm Annunciator Panel (FAA) is to be located in the
Vestibule on the north side of the Vestibule as shown on the Electrical Drawings.
A Fire Department Connection can be located to the south side of the main west entrance to the
Apartment Building, just to the south side of the covered walkway on the short diagonal wall.
There is a Fire Hydrant located on the property within 25 m of the proposed Fire Department
Connection on the Building.
It is noted that a second Fire Hydrant has been inadvertently shown on the Architectural Site Plan A001, the Landscape Plan L-1 and the Electrical Site Plan E-1, next to the Storage Buildings to the west
side of the driveway. This second Fire Hydrant can be deleted from all drawings.
Water pressure at the street is estimated to be 50 psi. Changes due to differences from this estimated
amount will be considered at the time of construction.

1.8

Soffits and Fascia: it is proposed that all soffits, fascia and rainwater goods be in pre-finished metal
as shown on the drawings. Colour to be selected by Owner.

1.9

Roofing:
In addition to those roofing products identified in Addendum #2 item #1.3, the following products are also
acceptable for use on this project:
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Armadura Metal Roofing by Nahanni Steel Products as supplied by P & D Roofing (705 559-6647).
Acceptable products:
 Stone Crinkle,
 Charcoal Slate,
 Copper Penny, and
 Harvest Wood.
1.10

Wall Identification:
There may be some walls that are not specifically identified with a Wall Type Number: in this case
please use Drawing G002 and the wall type that best suits the description or actual placement of the
wall. For instance use:










EW1 and EW2 wall for all exterior walls,
P1 wall for all interior partitions not otherwise described,
P11 wall where, because of plumbing in the wall, the interior partition wall must be wider:
where this occurs, the wall is generally dimensioned for the wider wall on the plan.
P2 walls for demising walls between suites,
P3 walls for loadbearing Corridor and Stairwell walls,
P4 wall for Fire Wall,
P5 for 1 hour fire rated walls,
P6 for the elevator shaft walls above the first floor, and
P7 walls for around the Scooter Room

Other walls as required for structural reasons as shown on Drawing G002.
1.11

Grid Line Dimensions:
Where there is a conflict with grid line dimensions differing between floor plan drawings and exterior
elevation drawings, use the floor plan drawing dimensions provided.

1.12

Faux Block:
As an alternative to the creation of actual grooves cut/seared in the EIFS insulation to represent the
coursing of block work, the use of templates to create a similar look by the EIFS Supplier would be an
acceptable alternative, where the pattern created can be custom designed to satisfy the “block look”
layout as illustrated on the Exterior Elevation Drawings. Contractor will be required to prepare a
mock-up of an area of 1.0 m x 3.0 m, approximate size, prior to construction of this work, for approval
by the Client and Architect.

1.13

Basement Walls:
Delete Wall Type P8 on drawing G002: there are no concrete block walls in the basement. All walls in
the basement are 200 mm poured concrete walls.

1.14

EIFS:
Durock is shown as the Exterior Insulation Finish System: however, similar EIFS systems providing
similar or better rainscreen assemblies, drainage, air barrier/drainage plane, insulation and coating
systems will be considered as acceptable alternatives, including:
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1.15

Dryvit,
STO, and
Adex-RS Systems

Finishes:







1.16
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Room B03 Maintenance Office/Workshop: the concrete floor is to be sealed. There is no
additional floor finish on this floor,
In Basement Rooms with concrete floors and poured concrete walls, there is no need for a
base at this time,
Adult Daycare, Room DC01, is to receive an Altro Wood Comfort Vinyl Floor, as noted on
drawing G-002, item #12, #.11 under Finish Schedule Notes.
Ceramic Tile is to be provided on all walls of the Commercial Kitchen as shown on the
Interior Elevations of the Kitchen on Drawing A-521. The ceramic tile shown is for graphic
purposes only and does not necessarily represent the size and proportions of the tile to be
provided this Contract. Tile is to be applied over a cement board back up wall/base. Ceramic
Tile shown below are identified as tiles that would be acceptable to the Client and Architect:
these tiles are all taken from the Olympia Tile and Stone listings of available products: they
represent the style, type, size, proportions, gloss and finish expected by the Client and
Architect; however, products that match these tiles from other manufacturers with similar
qualities may also be acceptable and are to be presented to the Client and the Architect for
their review and approval at the time of selection of finished products. Acceptable wall tiles
for the Kitchen include:

City Series,

Colour and Dimension Series,

Piccadilly Series, and

Plain Wall Series
Ceramic Tile is to be provided on the three walls surrounding the bathtubs in the eight Quad
Apartments, from the tops of the tub to the underside of the ceiling. Tile is to be applied over
a cement board back up wall/base. The ceramic tiles for the Bathrooms are also selected
below from the Olympia Tile and Stone listings of available products as follows:

Concorde Series,

Metis Series,

Carrara Series,

Classico Series,

Nepal Series, and

Venus series
The above tiles represent the style, type, size, proportions, gloss and finish expected by the
Client and Architect; however, products that match these tiles from other manufacturers with
similar qualities may also be acceptable and are to be presented to the Client and the Architect
for their review and approval at the time of selection of finished products. All one bedroom
units are to be from one selected tile and all two bedroom units are to be from a second
selected tile, such that tiles in the two washrooms will be different.

Cedar Soffits:
Where cedar soffits are specified provide a 1” x 4”, approximate size, with bevelled edge, tongued and
grooved: complete with a bevel at the mid-point leaving the impression that these are 1” x 2” slats.
Provide framing to support the cedar finish and cedar edge trim. Determination as to who is to supply
and install the cedar soffit is the responsibility of the GC.
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Ceiling above the Scooter Room:
The Ontario Building Code has only 1 system available that will provide a 1½ hour fire resistance
rating, required above the Scooter Room in Floor Assembly FL#5, which includes the blown in
insulation and the poultry wire as specified. General Contractor is to provide the assembly exactly as
described in the Building Code and as specified; or alternatively find another ULC ceiling assembly
that will provide the same STC and 1½ hour fire resistance rating, to the satisfaction of the Architect
and the Building Official. See also items #3 in the Referenced Notes and #8 in the Additional Notes,
both on drawing G-002.

1.18

Underside of Roof Trusses:
Drawings illustrate that the strapping below the roof trusses is optional at the discretion of the GC.
However, we will make the 2” x 4” wood strapping at 16” oc to be a part of the Contract at this time,
to be provided below the wood trusses and framing as required, in both the Apartment Building and
the Quads, in order to attach the drywall. The drywall is to be continuous at this ceiling height to
provide a continuous fire separation between the habitable spaces below the ceiling and the attic
spaces above.

1.19

Acoustic Tile Trim:
At present the acoustic tile ceilings in the Corridors of the 2 storey apartment stop at each jog in the
Corridor. Where the acoustic tile stops a drywalled bulkhead is shown. This drywalled bulkhead can
be replaced by a preformed Axiom by Armstrong or approved equivalent trim edge, returning to the
drywall ceiling above. The same or similar trim can also be used for the edges surrounding the
acoustic tile clouds in the Meeting Room OF10 and in the Sitting Area/Library C05.

1.20

Walls in the Quads:
Walls in the Quads that separate the Suites from other Suites or the Suites from the
Corridor/Mechanical Room, are to be P3 structural walls. Exterior walls in the Quads are the EW1 and
EW2 exterior walls and the remaining walls are interior partition walls; although some are widened for
plumbing as noted on the drawings.

1.21

Chiller and Generator Slabs
Attached to this Addendum #3 is a structural detail SK-1, entitled “Generator and Chiller Raft Slab
Foundation Framing Plan”, for the construction of the two slabs to be used for the Chiller and the
Generator at the south end of the property. Coordinate required sizes with Mechanical and Electrical
Trades.

1.22

Basement Floor Slab:
The Basement Floor Slab as shown on the Basement Plan S1 is to be a 200 mm thick raft slab with 15
m rebar @ 400 mm c/c each way. Please disregard the Basement Slab as shown on Drawing G-002:
this has been replaced.

1.23

Staging Areas:
Areas to the east and to the south of the property are currently undeveloped and would appear to be
available for staging areas. These areas will be developed generally at the same time as this property;
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and consequently, will not be available to this Contract. Therefore, all areas to be used for Contractor
Trailers, Storage on site, etc, must be within the confines of the subject property.
1.24

Landlord and Tenant Storage Building:
Details have been provided in Detail 3 on Drawing A2.06.

1.25

Blow-Up of Stairs and Stair Details:
There are three stairs in the building. There may have been some cross referencing on the drawings
that does not correspond to the location of where these stair blow-ups and details of the stairs can be
found. All Blow–ups of the three stairs can be found on drawings A-205 and A-206. All details of the
three stairs can be found on drawings A-620, A-621, and A-622.

1.26

Details of Elevator:
The Elevator has been specified in Addendum #1, item #1.11. The pit depth has been shown on the
Building Sections, the shaft size noted in the Addendum and the wall sizes have been identified
elsewhere as 200 mm poured concrete in the basement and 200 mm reinforced concrete block above
the basement, as identified on the Structural Drawings, drawing 4, complete with lintel size. No
additional details of the Elevator have been provided, nor are they considered necessary at this time.

1.27

Roofing:
Drawing A-600, makes reference to three different roofing types; R1, R2 and R3. In fact all roofs over
the Quads and the Apartment Building are the same. What differs generally is the soffit. A perforated,
prefinished metal soffit is generally required around the entire building as in the R1 roof. The R1 roof
is also insulated. A 1” x 4” tongued and grooved cedar soffit is to be provided below the two main
entry canopies to the extent shown on the reflected ceiling plans, to where the perforated metal soffit
stops, as in an R2 roof. These R2 roofs are also uninsulated. The R3 roof was intended to be a custom
framed roof with a cedar finish following the underside of the sloped soffit; but this has been replaced
with the R2 roof instead.

1.28

Exterior Walls:
Exterior Walls EW1 and EW2 are the same wall: there is no difference between the two wall types.

1.29

Detail 2 on Drawing A404: Laundry Room:
In the absence of these two details, a description was provided of the Folding Table and the Base
Cabinet in Addendum #1, item 1.12.

1.30

Skylight:
Delete the three skylights where shown on the exterior elevations and reflected ceiling plans. Delete
the curbs and framing above the roof to support the skylights.

1.31

Acoustical Cloud:
There are no further additional details of the “Cloud” created by the dropped acoustic tile ceiling in the
Meeting Room OF10 and in the Sitting Area/Library C05; however, a trim surrounding the acoustic
tile and closing off the area between the dropped ceiling and the drywall ceiling is identified earlier in
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this addendum: see item #1.19 above. In the alternative, the Contractor can provide a drywalled
bulkhead at these two locations that completely close off the open space between the dropped acoustic
tile ceiling and the drywall above, the full perimeter of the cloud.
1.32

FL5 Floor Assembly:
Upper floors shown in the Building Sections on Drawing A-600 are not correctly identified.
Contractor is to see the structural drawings to determine which floors are flat wood truss floors and
which floors are framed lumber. In general, all flat wood truss floors are an F4 Type and the framed
floors are an F6 Type, with only the floor assembly above the Scooter Room being a flat wood truss
floor identified as a Type F5 floor, in order to provide a 1½ hour Fire Resistance Rating overtop of the
Scooter Room.

1.33

Wall Assembly Between Lounge C21 and Mechanical Room C23
The wall between these two spaces is to be a loadbearing 2” x 6” wood stud framed wall, from grid
line I to grid line N, similar to Wall Type P3.

1.34

Drawing A-802:
Details 1 and 2 on Drawing A-802 are details for the two storey building. Detail 1 is a cross section
detail through the Common Corridor in the building south of the Firewall. Detail 2 is a blow up of the
second floor assemblies where the two different floor assemblies meet the Corridor Wall, as shown in
Detail 1.

1.35

Mezzanines:
The south wall of the Mechanical Room/Mezzanine C23 is the “Firewall: the west and north walls of
the room are to be new 2” x 6” wood stud frame walls inside of the trusses, similar to Detail 3 on
drawing A-801. The walls surrounding the North Mechanical Room 1 MR01 are to be similar to
Detail 3 on Drawing A-801 as well. The east wall of this room is an exterior wall, to be generally
treated as an exterior wall with an EIFS finish; and where not covered by EIFS, the wall will contain a
fixed prefinished vent opening as shown on the exterior elevations.

1.36

Wall Insulations Generally:
Fiberglas Pink insulation will not be accepted in place of the Rockwool specified. Where rigid
extruded polystyrene insulation has been specified, acceptable products by Fiberglas Canada (Owens
Corning) or Dow will be acceptable, suited for the placement of the insulation: type 4 in touch with
the ground and type 3 elsewhere.

1.37

Attic Insulation:
The drawings call for an R24 Rockwool Comfort Batt insulation as a base layer in the attic, with an
R46 blown in Rockwool insulation above. The Rockwool blown in insulation is not available. Provide
in its place, above the R24 Rockwool Comfort Batt Insulation, “ProPink Fiberglas” blown in
insulation at 0.7 lbs. /SF (22.3 bags /1,000 SF) as recommended by the Manufacturer to provide an
R48 at an approximate 16” depth above the Rockwool friction fit Comfort Batt insulation. If properly
installed it is claimed by the manufacturer that this blown in insulation will not settle or deteriorate: if
this does settle however, within the one year warranty period, as it sometimes will, the General
Contractor will be responsible to top up the insulation throughout the attic areas as required to these
specified depths. Total R value anticipated in the attic is: R72 (R24 + R48).
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Civil Drawing Notation:
A notation on the Civil Drawings, Sheet 3 shows the “Canopy by Others”. The canopy is to be
provided this Contract: it was only intended by the note that the Canopy was not to be provided by the
Civil Contractor.

1.39

Impressed Concrete Patios:
Impressed concrete as shown on the drawings for the Apartment Suite Patios, is an acceptable
alternative for the Apartment Suite Patios only. The impressed concrete is to be a minimum of 4”
thick, on 8” well compacted stone base, reinforced with a 6” x 6” (6/6) epoxy coated metal mesh, and
finished with a generally flat, smooth, but non-slip, top walking surface, precoloured as directed by the
Owner. Patio slabs are to be poured overtop of the landing foundations, to the height of the adjacent
floor and sloped 1½% away from the building. Provide 24” long, 15 m reinforcing bars at 24” oc
centred across the tops of the landing foundation walls, and provide a control joint in the concrete at
the outer edge of the landing foundation walls. See also Addendum 2, item #1.2.

1.40

Aluminum Fencing:
Fencing, surrounding the courtyard next to the Adult Day Care Facility is to be a prefinished black
aluminum 5’ high spear picket top with ball post fence, by Iron Eagle (905-670-2558) or approved
equivalent. Fence is to be from the 2000 series, model 2105, complete with single gate.
At present there are two gates shown on the Site Plan, A001: only one gate in the south west corner of
the courtyard is required: the other gate on the south side of the courtyard can be deleted.
This is a “Tenant Improvement” and is to be included in with the costs for the Tenant Improvements
and not included in the Base Building costs.

1.41

Privacy Screens:
All privacy screens to be a 6’ high vinyl, 2 Rail Privacy Fence, as shown on the plans, as supplied by
All Season Fencing Limited (1-888-665-7678) or approved equivalent. All sections to be
prefabricated, 72” x 71”. Space all reinforced posts 6’ oc and set 4’ minimum into the ground. Provide
all trims and accessories for a complete job.

1.42

Geotechnical Work:
The Soils Report (Page 12) strongly recommends that additional test pit excavations be done during
the Tender Period where the General Contractors would be able to attend and determine for
themselves the extent of water in the ground and the condition of the soils for bearing and re-use.
Be advised that there is no intent at this time to perform additional excavation work during the tender
period. The soils and the height of the water table is well documented in the original Soils Report.
General Contractors must be cognizant of this fact. Design of the basement that extends below the
water table has accounted for the need to provide continuous and unbroken waterproofing, as detailed
on the drawings, below and surrounding the Basement. Noting also that all services penetrating the
walls and the floor of the Basement are to be super-sealed to prevent any moisture from following the
service into the basement. The Soils Engineers will be on site during the time of actual excavation; and
if there is something found at that time that was not identified in the original Soils Report, then we will
deal with that by Site Instruction or Change Order.
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Scheduling and distances, that General Contractors bidding on this project, might have had to make in
order to review additional test pits, has partially accounted for this decision. It is the architect’s belief
as well, that what is going to be found before tender closing will generally be the same thing that is
going to be found after the tender closing; and the costs to correct the situation if found after the tender
closing should be reasonably similar to the costs to correct the situation, if otherwise found before the
tender closing.

End of Addendum #3R

Havelock Senior’s Build – Builder’s Risk Insurance Requirements
(all costs are identified in Canadian Funds CAD)

Hard Costs
Soft Costs

$_________ (tender value + 10%)
$ 500,000

Sub-Limits
$ tender value + 10%
$ tender value + 10%
$ 500,000
$ tender value + 10%

Earth Movement and Term Aggregate
Flood and term Aggregate
Soft Costs
Physical Damage (Hard Costs)

$ 1,000,000
$ 2,000,000
$ tender value + 10%
$ tender value + 10%
$ tender value x 50%
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000

Transit (per conveyance)
Expediting Expenses and Extra Costs
Debris Removal
By-Laws, Ordinance
Unnamed Locations / Off Site Storage
Valuable Papers and Blue Prints
Professional Fees
Fire Department Service Charges
Polution Clean-up expenses
Green Project expenses
Accounts Recievable
Landscaping / trees / Plants / Shrubs
Immediate Repairs

90 Days

Testing and Commissioning, excluding used equipment

110% Escalation Clause

Additional Insureds:
All Owners, Contractors, Subcontractors, project and construction managers, architects,
engineers and consultants whilst engaged in the operations.

Havelock Senior’s Build – Wrap-Up Liability Insurance Requirements
$ tender value + 10%

Limit of Liability

Sub-Limits
$ tender value + 10%
$ tender value + 10%
$ tender value + 10%
$ 75,000
$ tender value x 50%
$ tender value x 50%
$ 50,000 / $25,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 500,000
$ 250,000
$ tender value x 50%

Each Occurrence
Product / Completed Operations
Non-Owned Auto
Legal Liability for Damage to Hired Auto
Tenant’s Legal Liability
Fire Fighting Expense
Voluntary Medical Payments (Per Accident / Person)
Advertising Liability
Contractor’s Rework
Fungi Liability
Employee Benefit Liability

Additional Coverages
365 Days post Expiry Date Remedial Work
$ tender value + 10%
Sudden & Accidental Pollution (360 hours)

Additional Insureds:
All Owners, Contractors, Subcontractors, project and construction managers, architects,
engineers and consultants whilst engaged in the operations.

See Mechanical drawing

200mm slab
Reinforced 15M @ 300 bottom
each way

See Mechanical drawing

400x400 grade beam

400x400 grade beam

400x400 grade beam, typical

400x400 grade beam, typical

Generator and Chiller Slab Framing Plan
32 MPA Class 'C1' Mix

200 slab reinforced 15M @ 300 bottom each way

400

200

100% compacted granular
base on native undisturbed,
inorganic soil with positive
drainage away from slab.
2-15M bars top & bottom

400

Typical section detail
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Addendum Number 3
Date Issued:

October 18, 2018

Project Name

PHC Havelock

Location / Municipality

Smith Drive, Havelock-Belmont-Methuen

Contract Number
D.M. Wills Project Number

17-10786

The following addendum now forms part of the contract documents. The
following addendum is to be read and coordinated with all other parts of
the contract documents.
Information contained herein supersedes the information contained in the
original contract documents or any previous addenda.
Failure to comply with the above condition may result in the bidder being
disqualified.
Clarifications to Contractor Questions
Question 1:

What is the model or design for OGS 03?

Answer 1:

Stormceptor EF8 is the manufacturer and model number for
the OGS.

Question 2:

Can we have drawings that clearly shows what is to be light,
medium, and heavy duty asphalt. Also what is the design for
medium duty?

Answer 2:

Sheet 06 – Details, Detail 13 has been updated to show the
pavement structure recommended by GHD for the
proposed drive aisle and parking stalls. Reference to
medium duty asphalt has been removed from the drawings.
The pavement structure for proposed asphalt walks ways
shall be per Detail 17 on Sheet 06.

Question 3:

Are we responsible for the watermain connection to the
main or does the municipality complete the live tapping
themselves?

Answer 3:

Drawings received from the municipality’s engineer show a
proposed 150mm service for the subject site at our
proposed location.

End of Addendum No. 3.

D.M. Wills Associates Limited
150 Jameson Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9J 0B9
P. 705.742.2297 F. 705.748.9944 E. wills@dmwills.com

HYD

ADDENDUM #M1
Project:

32 Unit Development
Smith Drive, Havelock, ON

Date:

Oct 19, 2018.

Number of Pages:
Number of Draw ings:

3 pages
8

This addendum forms part of the contract documents and is to be read and co-ordinated
with all other parts of the w ork.
Scope
1.

The mechanical bidders shall prepare a single price for all of the w ork described
on the mechanical draw ings for the Havelock Seniors Project. The property
consists of three buildings; a main building and tw o identical quad buildings.

2.

The mechanical w ork includes all of the plumbing, piping and HVACw ork, plus
connections to outside services including potable w ater, sanitary sewers, storm
sew ers and natural gas, located w ithin one meter of the building's perimeter. The
work also includes providing natural gas to the back-up generator and the tw o
Quad buildings. It does not include rainw ater eaves troughs and dow nspouts on
the exterior of the building.

Cost Breakdow ns
1.

Refer to Section 10 10 10 in the Bid Documents for a definition of required cost
breakdow ns , to be done as leasehold improvements.

The follow ing reflect changes to the mechanical draw ings:
Draw ing M2
1.

2.
3.

The second floor mechanical room above the kitchen requires floor drains along
the w alls for the fan coil units; on this floor route 2 3" sanitary drains from the
kitchen up.
The 3" drain for the main entrance floor matt goes dow n to the mechanical room
below .
This contractor to install tw o submersible pumps in the storm w ater/weeping tile
catch basin.

Draw ing M3
1.
2.

Add a floor drain FD2 to the chiller mechanical room, plus venting and TSP.
Add a 3" floor drain FD3 to the garbage room and the scooter room, plus venting
& TSP.
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Draw ing M4
1.

Add a 3/4" DCW line to the second floor mechanical room above the kitchen.

Draw ing M6, Schedules
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add FD3 equal to FD1, except the connection is 3" not 2".
LAV3 title should be "w all hung" and LAV4 title should be "countertop"
The incoming city w ater line is 6" not 8" as indicated in View 1.
A detail for the storm drain/ w eeping tile catch basin is added. Refer to SK-M1.

Draw ing M9
1.
2.

Clothes dryers are gas and w ill be provided by the others. This contractor is to
connect gas and venting.
Air Conditioning condensers in the upper left corner are C-31 and C-32. The one
on the east side of the building is C-26.

Draw ing M11
1.

Draw ing re-issued to show upper mech room piping.

Draw ing M13
1.
2.

Revised draw ing shows 1 1/2" insulated glycol piping from the glycol headers to
the snow melt manifold w here the main gas line comes in the mechanical room.
Grille labels and duct to EF-7 added.

Draw ing M15
1.

Add temperature gauges and ther mow ells & sensors on heating and glycol piping
to users.

Draw ing M16
1.

Add temperature gauges on piping to and from the mechanical room.

Draw ing M17
1.

Grille and diffuser labels that w ere missing have been added.

Draw ing M18
1.

The revised draw ing is re-issued to show details for ventilation in the lobby and
garbage rooms.

Draw ing M19
1.

The Site services draw ing is updated to show the location and size of the
underground gas. Specifications for the piping and components have been
added.
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Draw ing M20
1.

The draw ing is re-issued show ing the HVAC details of the second floor
mechanical room above the kitchen.

Draw ing M21
1.
2.

A revised drawing issued showing range hood venting, and relocated dryer
venting.
The location of gas regulators for each building is clarified.

Draw ing M24
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

FC-33 becomes BVRMW6060S3N1, 5 ton.
Add ERV-3 to the schedule equal to Lifebreath 330 ERV, to the same
specifications as ERV-2.
Add EF-7 to the fan schedule equal to EF-2
Add EF-8 to the fan schedule, equal to Greenheck SPA200.
EF-5 becomes an indoor fan similar to EF-6, equal to Greenheck SPA710.
Add CH-8 equal to the other CHs.
ERV-1 changes to Renew aire HE 2XINH.

Draw ing M25
1.
2.

In the pump schedule for pumps P-106 and P-107, delete the reference to the
Vitotronic 300-K controller. It is not needed.
Add G( 20X16 Ret grille to the schedule equal to 20X16/530/L/F/A/B12.

Draw ing M26
1.

This draw ing was missed in the previous issue.

Prepared by: Alan Buchkowski
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Project: 6081
Electrical Addendum No. E1
Project:

32 Unit Development, 41 Concession Street, Havelock, Ontario

General
The following shall constitute the electrical portion of the addendum to be issued by Gregg
Gordon, Architect. Bidders are to include the following in the tender price.
1. Reference Drawing E3 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

Aluminum bus bars are acceptable for the distribution panels and panelboards.
Aluminum windings are acceptable for dry type transformers.

2. Reference Drawings E4 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

For typical one bedroom apartment panel the breaker may be push-on type.

3. Reference Drawing E6 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

2.

3.
4.

Pumps P16 and P17 are being changed to 120V. Provide a 6” x 6” cedar post
outside the chamber to mount the receptacles and heat tracing controller. Heat
tracing is provided by mechanical and installed by electrical. Provide conduits for
installation of wiring from receptacle on post to chamber. Coordinate with
mechanical.
Delete note 1 and replace with the following note 1: “Install 30 minute timer provided
by mechanical contractor. Provide 3-way switching with manual motor starters to
initiate the 30 minute timer from either the Laundry Room or the Laundry Storage
room as the fan serves both rooms. Exhaust fan EF-3 is located on the roof.
Exhaust fan EF-4 is located on the roof. Provide manual motor starter for the fan.
Provide 120V power to new exhaust fan EF-8 located in the south-east corner of the
garbage room. Provide magnetic motor starter to permit exhaust fan to be
controlled by the building automation system. Provide power from new 15A breaker
in house panel ‘H’. Use circuit number H-42. Provide new local disconnect for the
fan.

4. Reference Drawing E7 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

Location of elevator sump pumps P14 and P15 are under the stair next to the utility
metering cabinet (item No. 13).
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Change title of “Electric Fan Forced Heater Schedule” to “Electric Base Board
Heater Schedule”.
On the light fixture schedule, the following alternate manufacturers are acceptable:
Types A,B, K and M – Standard Lighting Products; Type C – WAC; Type G,H, HD,
R and V- GE; Type G1 and L – Industrial Lighting Products ( ILP); Type J- Aurora;
Type N- Xeleum; Type S - LDPI;
On the light fixture schedule please add description for type ‘P’ fixture. Type ‘P’ shall
be 609 mm long x 111mm wide x 18mm high LED under cabinet light, 3000K, 90
CRI, white finish for operation at 120V, with frosted lens. Eaton Halo catalogue No.
HU10-24-D-9-30-P or equivalent by Lithonia or Cree.
Provide power for elevator machine room exhaust fan EF-7. Provide 120V power
from 15A breaker in panel EL. Exhaust fan is located on the roof just east of the
elevator shaft. Provide reverse acting line voltage thermostat in the elevator
machine room to control the fan. Provide manual starter and local weather proof
disconnect.
Next of fan above provide a 20A, GFI, weatherproof receptacle for HVAC
maintenance. Provide new 20A, breaker in panel H. Use circuit H-52.

5. Reference Drawing E10 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

Exhaust fan in mechanical room shall be labelled at EF-6 not EF-1.

6. Reference Drawing E11 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

In mechanical room provide 120 V power for ERV-3. Feed from circuit no. 58 in
House panel ‘H’.

7. Reference Drawing E13 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

Typical Two Bedroom Apartment Panel (Quad Units) may use push-in rather than
bolt on breakers.

8. Voice Communication System: Reference Drawings E6, E7, E10, E11, E14, E18
(Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

2.
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The entire fire alarm system shall be changed to a system with voice communication
capabilities. Provide all necessary components for a complete and functional
system.
On Drawing E6: Change fire alarm horn strobes to 4” diameter fire alarm cone
speaker c/w integral strobe light, red grille, wall mounted. Change fire alarm strobes
to 4” diameter fire alarm cone speaker c/w integral strobe light, red grille, wall
mounted except for the following exception which shall remain strobes only: west
end of corridor south of meeting room; galley kitchen; north east entrance to adult
day care; photocopy room. Add 4” fire alarm cone speakers in all rooms that
presently do not show either horns, horn strobes or strobes. Provide additional fire
alarm speaker strobe combinations in the following areas: the west end of Adult
Day Care; the east end of the Retail; in west Vestibule, in north stair, and in east
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basement stair. In the west vestibule provide full annunciator with paging mic and
zone selector switches to control the following zones: ground floor; second floor,
attic, north stair, south stair, east basement stair, basement.
3.

On Drawing E7: Change fire alarm horn strobes to 4” diameter fire alarm cone
speaker c/w integral strobe light, red grille, wall mounted. Change fire alarm strobes
to 4” diameter fire alarm cone speaker c/w integral strobe light, red grille, wall
mounted.

4.

On Drawing E10: In corridors and mechanical room, change fire alarm horn strobes
to 4” diameter fire alarm cone speaker c/w integral strobe light, red grille, wall
mounted. Fire alarm strobes in corridors shall remain. In typical apartment suites
change mini-horn and strobe separate devices in living area to a combination fire
alarm speaker/ strobe. Change mini-horn in the bedrooms to a fire alarm cone
speaker. Add a fire alarm speaker in the south stairwell.

5.

On Drawing E11: In corridors and mechanical room, change fire alarm horn strobes
to 4” diameter fire alarm cone speaker c/w integral strobe light, red grille, wall
mounted. Fire alarm strobes in corridors shall remain. In typical apartment suites
change mini-horn and strobe separate devices in living area to a combination fire
alarm speaker/ strobe. Change mini-horn in the bedrooms to a fire alarm cone
speaker. Add a fire alarm speaker in the south stairwell.

6.

On Drawing E18: In attic and mechanical room, change fire alarm horn strobes to 4”
diameter fire alarm cone speaker c/w integral strobe light, red grille, wall mounted.
Fire alarm strobes in garbage room and corridor outside unit 13 shall be changes to
combination strobe / speakers and strobe near elevator shall remain. In typical
apartment suites change mini-horn and strobe separate devices in living area to a
combination fire alarm speaker/ strobe. Change mini-horn in the bedrooms to a fire
alarm cone speaker. Add a fire alarm speaker in the south stairwell.

9. Reference Drawing E1 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

2.
3.
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Delete note 1 and replace with the following new note 1: “Concrete pad for
generator to supplied and installed by general contractor. Refer to note 1.21 of
Addendum No. 3. Provide size and weight of generator to general contractor for
coordination of size of concrete pad. Coordinate with general contractor for location
of all conduits to the generator through the concrete pad.
Acceptable alternate manufacture for fixture type A1, B1, C1, C2, C3, C4, D1 and
D2 shall include ILP.
Submission of shop drawings for equivalent exterior fixtures mentioned in note 2
above shall be accompanied by a photometric layout of the site showing the
following lighting minimum requirements. For walkways and sidewalks: 51 lux
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average, 7.8:1 max to min, 3.9:1 avg to min. For parking lot: 27 lux average, 12.3:1
Max to Min, 3.9:1 Avg to Min. Spill light beyond property line shall be a maximum of
5 lux. In achieving these values the specified wattage of the luminaire shall not be
exceeded.
10. Reference Attached Q and A responding to 30 questions.
1) Question: DWG E15 Electrical Specifications: There are no specifications for the distribution equipment.
Panelboards, transformers, disconnects, starters and such. Please provide specification for all distribution
equipment. KEL Response: Eaton Cutler Hammer, Schneider and Siemens are acceptable
manufacturers. Please see Addendum No. 3 for more information on distribution equipment.
2) Question: DWG E15 Electrical Specifications 13. Wiring and Materials and Methods: Is NMD90 permitted
to be used on this project? KEL Response: No.
3) Question: DWG E14 Note 2: 2 Hour fire rated cable pyrotenax for only the annunciator panel and 120V
power supply to the FACP? All others FAS105 normal cable? KEL Response: Correct.
4) Question: DWG E10 Legend of Symbols: Where it shows telephone outlet and data outlet wall mounted
they both appear to be the same symbol and colour. Please clarify which symbol is telephone and which is
data outlet. KEL Response: Dark solid triangle is telephone. Data outlet symbol is not used.
5) Question: DWG E16 Telephone, Cable and Door Entry Riser: Could you please provide specification for
the telephone, data and CATV cabling? Also telephone and cable riser was provided but none for data.
KEL Response: Data wiring is by others. Only empty conduit system is part of this contract as
shown on the drawings. Coordinate with telephone and cable companies for type of telephone
and CATV wiring.
6) Question: DWG E8 Emergency Lighting & Exit Schedule: Are equivalent manufacturers acceptable for
this? KEL Response: Yes.
7) Question: DWG E3 Single Line Diagram: Please confirm if main breaker of DP-1 to be 600A or 800A,
Shows 600A on single line diagram section but note 14 on same DWG E3 suggests main 800A breaker.
Please clarify. KEL response: Main breaker is 600A
8) Question: DWG E4 Panel R shows 42 circuits but the description shows 66 circuits please clarify. KEL
Response: Please provide a 66 circuit panel.
9) Question: DWG E13 Note 2: Is there actually a security system in the main building? Where is it located?
Is it related to the door entry access control system? Or separate? Please provide specification for the
security system. KEL Response: Assume Security system will be supplied by others. Assume for
bidding purposed that the security system is located at the main telephone backboard in the main
building.
10) Question: DWG E1 Note 1: Please provide structural detail for the new generator pad. KEL Response:
This is addressed elsewhere in Addendum No. 3.
11) Question: DWG E18 shows (2) panel ‘M’s in the mechanical room. Duplication? KEL Response: Delete
duplicate panel ‘M’ in the south west corner of the mechanical room.
12) Question: DWG E4 Panel Schedule: Could not locate panel ‘H’ on drawings. Please provide location.
KEL Response: Locate in north east corner of Maintenance Room in basement next to Building
Automation Panel identified by note 11 on drawing E7.
13) Question: DWG E15 Electrical Specification: Is Division 16 electrical to provide all disconnect switches for
mechanical/HVAC equipment? Unless it is supplied with unit(s)? KEL Response: Please provide
disconnect as shown on electrical drawings.
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14) Question: DWG E6: In regards to the combination voice/data outlets in the offices are cables for both
telephone and data going back to the telephone backboard in basement? Or is there a data cabinet to be
provided by others somewhere else? KEL Response: Data wiring in the commercial area is by
others. Provide conduit to accessible ceiling space only. Accessible ceiling space shall be defined
as the corridor ceiling space.
15) Question: DWG E1 Electrical Site Plan: Shows two (2) light fixtures at the outdoor storage shed/garage.
Please provide light fixture type. KEL Response: Exterior fixtures shall be type ‘R’. Inside the shed
provide also a total of two fixtures type ‘V’. Provide one local switch for each fixture type ‘V’. Feed
storage shed lights from 15A, breaker in panel QN in north Quad Unit. Use circuit QN-15. For the
exterior lights on the storage shed provide a 7-day programmable time clock for the control of the
lights. Provide also a 20A, receptacle in the storage shed fed from circuit QN-17.
16) Question: DWG E1 Electrical Site Plan: Detail 2: Exterior Lighting Wiring Diagram Quads: Shows the site
lighting for the quad building area to be connected to the house panels here. But house panels QN and QS
do not show exterior lighting circuits in these panels. Please clarify. Are they on all the time or require
contactor and photocell? KEL Response: For each Quad unit, provide photocell, 7 day
programmable time clock, hand-off-auto switch and contactor (similar to Detail 9 on drawing E2)
for lighting control for exterior fixtures fed from Quad units.
17) Question: DWG E5 Detail 2 Low Voltage Lighting Control Detail: What are the manufacturers and part
numbers for the lighting control devices? Please provide lighting control schedule and acceptable
alternates. KEL Response: Eaton, Wattstopper, or equivalent is acceptable.
18) Question: DWG E5 There are some type P fixtures in some rooms but not on schedule of DWG E7
please clarify manufacturer and model. KEL Response: This is addressed elsewhere in Addendum
No. 3.
19) Question: DWG E8 Emergency Lighting & Exit Schedule: There is not a new emergency lighting battery
pack without heads or weatherproof remote heads please clarify if required. KEL Response: If not
shown on the plan then these items are not required.
20) Question: DWG E7 Light Fixture Schedule: Type G1 fixture was not used on the light fixture schedule
please clarify if required. KEL Response: If not shown on the plans then this item is not required.
21) Question: Bid Form Page 5 and 6 indicates Electrical – Lighting and Fire Alarm. Assume distribution and
all other equipment and such is included in Electrical – Lighting section? Can we put complete lump sum
for electrical price in this category? KEL Response: KEL cannot answer this question. Please ask
architect.
22) Question: DWG E15 Electrical Specification: Can we use fire alarm armoured BX cable to fire alarm
devices? KEL Response: No. Please provide all fire alarm wiring in conduit.
23) Question: DWG E14 Fire Alarm Riser: Where is the FACP located? DWG E14 says located in
electrical/mechanical room. Did not see in the basement. Please clarify. KEL response: Please locate
fire alarm control panel in the basement maintenance room on the south wall.
24) Question: Please provide specification for telephone, data and CATV cabling on this project. Telephone
and data to be CAT5E or CAT6, unshielded/shielded? RG6 for the cable TV outlets? Will the data outlets
also be coming to the telephone backboard in basement? KEL Response: Provide telephone and
CATV wiring to telephone and cable company standards. Coordinate with Bell Canada and
Cogeco. Data wiring is not included in the scope. Provide conduit only for data wiring to
accessible ceiling spaces in the corridors.
25) Question: DWG E15 Electrical Specification: Could you please clarify what the acceptable fire alarm
manufacturers on this project? Mircom, Chubb Edwards, Simplex, Notifier, Siemens
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26) Question: DWG E16 Communication Riser: What grade of cable, color and FT rating for the voice and
data outlets? CAT6 or CAT5E, blue or white, FT4 or FT6? KEL Response: Please see answer to
question 24.
27) Question: DWG E16 Communication Riser: What grade of cable, color and FT rating for the CATV
cabling outlets? RG6? RG59? KEL Response: Please see answer to question 24.
28) Question: DWG E16 Communication Riser: Where are the commercial area voice and data cabling going
back to? Please provide riser diagram for this. KEL Response: Please see answers to question No.
24.
29) Question: DWG E16 Communication Riser: Who will be responsible for data rack if required? And where
is it to be located? Please provide specification for data rack if required. KEL Response: Data rack is by
other. Please see answer to question 24.
30) Question: DWG E16 Communication Riser: Is the main electrical room the building demarcation for
incoming services? I am assuming that the Demarc is not elsewhere and Demarcation extension cable is
not required. Please clarify scope of Bell and Cogeco. KEL Response: Please assume that
demarcation point is located at main telephone back board. Coordinate with Bell Canada and
Cable company.

End of Electrical Addendum E1

______________________
Ron Vos, P.Eng., LEED AP
Electrical Engineer
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Project: 6081
Electrical Addendum No. E2
Project:

32 Unit Development, 41 Concession Street, Havelock, Ontario

General
The following shall constitute the electrical portion of the addendum to be issued by Gregg
Gordon, Architect. Bidders are to include the following in the tender price.
1. Reference Drawing E13 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.
2.

3.

Typical Two Bedroom Apartment panel applies also to typical one bedroom
apartment.
In typical two bedroom apartment panel delete 30A, 2P breaker for hot water tank.
In one bedroom and two bedroom apartments, replace with one 20A, 1P breaker for
microwave. Provide additional 20A, T-slot GFI receptacle on counter dedicated for
microwave located behind the microwave which is located in the corner of the
counters next to the dishwashers.
Ensure that split receptacles are 1.5 m from the sink.

2. Reference Drawing E10 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.
2.

In detail 2, dedicate receptacle for microwave shall be 20A, T-Slot, GFI type.
In Detail 2, delete one dryer receptacle and one duplex receptacle in the storage
room as there are no washers or dryers in the suites.

3. Reference Drawing E11 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.
2.

Add two additional 20A, T-Slot GFI type receptacles above counter on either side of
Microwave.
In Detail 2, delete one dryer receptacle and one duplex receptacle in the storage
room as there are not washers or dryers in the suites.

4. Reference Drawing E4 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

In typical one bedroom apartment panel add one 20A, 1P breaker for dedicated
microwave receptacle.
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5. Reference Drawing E14 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

2.

Change Fire Alarm Zone 6 to ‘Ground Floor Commercial Area’. Add new fire alarm
Zone 30 for “Ground Floor Residential Area” and provide two line isolation modules
between these zones.
Change Fire Alarm Zone 7 to ‘Second Floor Commercial Area’. Add new fire alarm
Zone 31 for “Second Floor Residential Area” and provide two line isolation modules
between these zones.

9. Reference Drawing E5 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

In small triangular room in main corridor of commercial area near the hair dressers.
Change light fixture from type ‘C’ to type ‘L’ and provide local switch for control.
End of Electrical Addendum E2

______________________
Ron Vos, P.Eng., LEED AP
Electrical Engineer
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Project: 6081

Electrical Addendum No. E3
Project:

32 Unit Development, 41 Concession Street, Havelock, Ontario

General
The following shall constitute the electrical portion of the addendum to be issued by Gregg
Gordon, Architect. Bidders are to include the following in the tender price.
1. Reference Drawing E12 (Issued For Tender 18/10/01)
1.

In each Quad Unit kitchen provide two under cabinet lights type ‘P’ and provide
separate switching for these lights.

End of Electrical Addendum 3

______________________
Ron Vos, P.Eng., LEED AP
Electrical Engineer

